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ABSTRACT

1

In this paper, we analyze comparative questions and answers. At
least 3% of the questions submitted to search engines are comparative; ranging from simple facts like “Did Messi or Ronaldo score
more goals in 2021?” to life-changing and probably highly subjective questions like “Is it better to move abroad or stay?”. Ideally,
answers to subjective comparative questions would reflect diverse
opinions so that the asker can come to a well-informed decision.
To better understand the information needs behind comparative questions, we develop approaches to extract the mentioned
comparison objects and aspects. As a first step to answer comparative questions, we develop an approach that detects the stances
of potential result nuggets (i.e., text passages containing the comparison objects). Our approaches are trained and evaluated on a set
of 31,000 English questions from existing datasets that we label as
comparative or not. In the 3,500 comparative questions, we label
the comparison objects, aspects, and predicates. For 950 questions,
we collect answers from online forums and label the stance towards the comparison objects. In the experiments, our approaches
recall 71% of the comparative questions with a perfect precision
of 1.0, recall 92% of subjective comparative questions with a precision of 0.98, and identify the comparison objects and aspects with
an F1 of 0.93 and 0.80, respectively. The stance detector fine-tuned
on pairs of objects and answers achieves an accuracy of 0.63.

Comparing different options is a natural human way to come to
informed decisions. Typical scenarios range from simple cases like
“What to cook for lunch?” to more complex ones like “Should I
rent or buy a house?”. A recent study showed that for big decisions
(e.g., rent vs. buy), 80% of Americans prefer to do online research
rather than asking friends [44]. Hence, comparative information
needs are submitted as queries to search engines. We focus on
a special case of such queries: comparative questions. A recent
study showed that at least 3% of the questions submitted to search
engines are comparative [8] and ask for factual comparisons (e.g.,
“Which is higher, Chimborazo or Kilimanjaro?”) but also opinions
and arguments (e.g., “Should I prefer plastic or glass bottles?”). Some
comparative questions can be answered directly with a knowledge
base (e.g., Chimborazo has a peak elevation of 6,263 meters and
Kilimanjaro of “only” 5,895 meters) while others require a combined
evidence from different text passages (e.g., arguments from debate
portals that had discussed the issue of plastic vs. glass bottles). Still,
the result presentation for comparative questions could be rather
similar for different manifestations: showing side-by-side different
facts / opinions / arguments for or against the comparison objects.
But to put some opinion or argument on the “correct” side in such
a result for non-factual comparative questions, the stance of the
respective text passage needs to be determined.
In this paper, we deal with the task of answering comparative
questions for which the answers cannot be found as facts in a knowledge graph but rather in text passages (e.g., opinions or arguments).
About half of all comparative questions fall in this category of nonanswerability by knowledge graphs [8]. As steps towards answering comparative questions, we develop highly precise approaches
to (1) distinguish comparative questions from other questions, to
(2) classify comparative questions into factual and subjective ones
(i.e., needing opinions or arguments), to (3) recognize a question’s
comparison objects, aspects, and predicates, and for the non-factual
comparative questions to (4) detect the stance in possible answering
text fragments towards the objects in the question.
For example, a question like “Is a cat or a dog a better friend?”
should be recognized as a comparative question asking for opinions.
The terms cat and dog should be marked as the comparison objects,
friend as the aspect, and better as the predicate. An answer candidate like “Cats can be quite affectionate and attentive, and thus
are good friends” should be classified as pro the cat object, while
“Cats are less faithful than dogs” as supporting the dog object. Such
question parsing and result analysis will allow to formulate an answer that covers diverse opinions. Instead of a short direct answer
extracted from a single source, search engines might benefit from
extracting and analyzing diverse points of view for non-factual comparative questions. They might even change the result presentation
by combining and highlighting several pros and cons towards the
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INTRODUCTION

compared objects. In doing so, the detected comparison aspect(s)
indicate whether a particular objects’ property should be emphasized when searching for potential result nuggets on the web while
the predicate(s) guide the direction of the answer composition (e.g.,
whether a better or worse option should be presented).
To analyze comparative questions and their answers, we sample
31,000 questions from publicly available question datasets and annotate them as comparative or not. The 3,500 questions annotated
as comparative are further labeled with the comparison objects,
aspects, and predicates. For 950 of the comparative questions, we
also collect the “best answers” from community question answering platforms and annotate whether their stance is neutral or pro
first/second object, or whether no stance is entailed. Our models
are trained and tested on these annotations.
As for the identification of comparative questions, we follow
Bondarenko et al. [8] and combine three classifiers: rules followed
by an ensemble of feature-based and neural classifiers for which
the operating points are chosen with the goal of perfect precision at the expense of recall. When combined in a cascade, the
classifiers recall 71% of the comparative questions with a perfect
precision of 1.0. To identify which questions are direct (explicitly
mentioning the actual comparison objects like in “Is a cat or a dog a
better friend?”) or indirect (mentioning only a generic term like in
“Which pet is the best friend?”), to identify the comparison objects,
aspects, predicates, and to decide whether a comparative question
is factual or asking for opinions/arguments, we experiment with
BiLSTM- and Transformer-based classifiers. Our experiments show
that RoBERTa [28] is most effective for the majority of these tasks
(often achieving convincing F1 scores above 0.9).
In a final step towards answering subjective comparative questions that cannot be answered by a knowledge base lookup, we
focus on detecting a potential textual answer’s stance. We finetune RoBERTa and Longformer models [7] to differentiate four
classes: pro first object, pro second object, neutral, and no stance. A
sentiment-prompted RoBERTa model achieves an accuracy of 0.63
and leaves some room for future improvements.
Our contributions are:1 (1) We annotate the comparative questions in a large question dataset with the comparison objects, aspects, predicates, and further characteristics, as well as answer
stances for a subset of the questions. (2) We develop a classifier
optimized for precision that distinguishes comparative questions
asking for opinions/arguments from factual ones. (3) We develop
classifiers that can very reliably identify the comparison objects,
aspects, and predicates in comparative questions. (4) We develop a
stance classifier for textual answers to comparative questions.

2

RELATED WORK

A “comparative question” category was included in taxonomies
for question answering systems already in 1990 [25]. Later, Yang
et al. [48] included questions asking to compare two objects in their
HotpotQA question answering dataset. Since the HotpotQA comparisons are only factual and were sampled using rather artificial
conditions, we create a new dataset of “real-world” comparative
questions sampled from the MS MARCO [31], the Google Natural
Questions [23], and from the Quora Question Pairs [18] datasets.
1 Code

and data available at https://github.com/webis-de/WSDM-22.

Identifying comparative questions. An early approach to identify
comparative questions used a set of rules—sequential patterns over
words, POS-tags, and placeholders for comparison objects [27]. The
rules evaluated on 5,200 questions from Yahoo! Answers (the dataset
was not published) achieved a recall of 0.82 at a precision of 0.83.
Later, Bondarenko et al. [8] proposed a precision-oriented approach
by combining rules with logistic regression, CNN, and fine-tuned
BERT [13] classifiers. In an evaluation on 50,000 Russian questions,
they reported a recall of 0.6 at a precision of 1.0. We follow this idea
of optimizing the classifier for precision but include some changes
like developing rules for English questions, deploying more recent
pre-trained Transformer models like RoBERTa, BART [26], etc., and
using Transformers for embeddings.
Identifying comparison objects, aspects, and predicates. Few works
have been published on identifying the comparison objects in comparative questions. An approach proposed by Li et al. [27] used class
sequential rules and semantic role labeling to identify comparison
objects with an F1 score of 0.83. Studies in sentiment analysis and
opinion mining also used class sequential rules and semantic role labeling combined with SVM and naïve Bayes classifiers [19–22] and
reported F1 scores of 0.81 for detecting the first object, 0.71 for the
second object, 0.59 for aspects, and 0.66 for predicates in sentences
from camera and car reviews. Later, Arora et al. [4] combined and
extended the previously published datasets with camera reviews
from Amazon. They experimented on 27,000 comparative sentences
with uni- and bidirectional LSTMs with one and two hidden layers,
and 100- and 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings [34]. The most
effective classifier (one-layer BiLSTM with 300-dimensional GloVe
embeddings) achieved F1 scores of 0.42 for the first object, 0.40 for
the second object, 0.30 for aspects, and 0.51 for predicates. Arora
et al. [4] also showed that semantic role labeling applied on the new
larger dataset performs worse than the one-layer BiLSTM classifier
that we will use as a baseline approach.
A recent study by Chekalina et al. [10] proposed a question answering system for comparative questions that is able to identify
the compared objects, aspects, and predicates in questions. They
fine-tuned and evaluated a RoBERTa-based classifier on 3,000 comparative sentences (not questions!) and achieved F1 scores of 0.93 for
objects, 0.67 for aspects, and 0.89 for predicates. Instead, we finetune and evaluate RoBERTa on comparative questions (not sentences). Moreover, by pre-classifying questions as direct or indirect,
as well as with or without mentioning aspects, we further improve
the classification effectiveness in our new approach.
Stance detection. Stance detection deals with identifying whether
some text expresses an attitude in favor, against, or neutral to a
given target object [5, 14, 15, 30, 40, 41]. The input target to the task
can be a proposition or a short phrase (e.g., a product or a topic).
In our case, the targets are the comparison objects that are usually
short phrases covering single concepts (e.g., “studying abroad”).
Some researchers modify the label set for stance detection by adding
further labels or by omitting the ‘neutral’ one. For example, in fake
news detection [17], a label was added to describe texts as irrelevant
for a given target. The ‘neutral’ label is usually omitted in domains
where the texts are always polarized, for example, arguments on
controversial topics are usually classified as pro or con [5]. In our
label set, we include a ‘no stance’ label to account for answers that

avoid taking a stance towards any of the comparison objects. In
contrast to most existing stance detection approaches that focus on
single targets, comparative questions and answers contain multiple
targets. Multi-target stance classification is a relatively new variant
proposed by Sobhani et al. [39] who classify the stance of tweets
towards two targets simultaneously (e.g., Trump and Clinton).
Studies that aim at detecting a “winning” object in comparative
sentences [29, 32, 38] are closest to our task of stance detection in
comparative answers. Different to our goal of detecting the stance in
answers to comparative questions that ask for opinions/arguments,
these studies also classified winning options in factual comparisons
like “gold is more expensive than silver”. An XGBoost classifier
trained and evaluated by Panchenko et al. [32] on 7,000 comparative
sentences achieved a micro-F1 of 0.85 (labels: first object wins,
second object wins, or no comparison). Later, on the same dataset,
Ma et al. [29] trained and evaluated a dependency-based deep graph
attention network classifier that achieved a micro-F1 of 0.87. We
also tested our RoBERTa-based classifiers on the same dataset. Our
classifier with unmasked objects achieves a micro-F1 of 0.84 (input
as first object [SEP] sentence), but when we mask the objects,
the classifier outperforms the previous models achieving a micro-F1
of 0.91 (cf. Section 5.2 for more details about our stance detector).

3

A DATASET OF COMPARATIVE QUESTIONS

While focusing on Russian questions, Bondarenko et al. [8] also
released a dataset of 15,000 English questions annotated as comparative or not that were sampled from the MS MARCO [31] and Google
Natural Questions [23] datasets. We extend this dataset with another 16,000 questions: 15,050 further questions randomly sampled
from the same MS MARCO and Google Natural Questions datasets
as well as questions asked on Quora [18] and 950 comparative
questions with “best” or “accepted answers” from Yahoo! Answers
and Stack Exchange archives.2 In addition to annotating whether
a question is comparative or not (3,500 are comparative), we also
label the comparison objects, aspects, and predicates in the comparative questions, and whether the question is rather factual or
asks for opinions/arguments. For the 950 questions with an answer,
we label the answer’s stance towards the question’s objects. Table 1
shows some basic characteristics of our new Webis Comparative
Questions 2022 dataset (Webis-CompQuestions-22).
For the labeling, we recruited three grad and undergrad computer science students, two of which had a background in linguistics.
Our guidelines for the labeling are inspired by linguistic research,
opinion mining, and information retrieval. As for the comparison
objects (linguists often call them comparands [2, 42]), we follow
the common approach of previous opinion mining and information retrieval studies [8, 19, 32, 38] and consider any lexical items
that are intended to be compared when mentioned in a comparative question—including products, named entities, verbal or noun
phrases, etc. For example, in the question “Is a cat or a dog a better
friend?”, the terms cat and dog are the first and second comparison
objects, respectively. Comparison relations between objects are
established by predicates [2] (e.g., the term better in the example).
Finally, from a psychological perspective, comparison is considered
as contrasting the common and distinctive features, or attributes,
2 http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com;

https://archive.org/details/stackexchange

Table 1: Characteristics of our Webis-CompQuestions-22
dataset. (a) Subtypes of comp. questions with frequencies.
(b) Number of tokens in comp. questions labeled as objects,
aspects, and predicates. (c) Number of answer stance labels.
(a) (31,000 questions)

(b) (3,500 questions)

(c) (950 questions)

Type

Token

Stance

Comparative
- Opinion
- With aspect
- Direct

#
3,500
1,690
1,435
1,470

Object
Aspect
Predicate
None

#
14,480
4,594
3,822
14,765

Pro Object1
Pro Object2
Neutral
None

#
322
274
285
69

of some objects [45]. In opinion mining and information retrieval
these features have various names: comparison points [3], comparison attributes [16], features [19, 20], or most often aspects [4, 8, 38].
In our guidelines for the labeling, we follow the aspect terminology
and label an aspect of a comparison as the objects’ shared property over which the objects should be compared (e.g., the term
friend in the example). Finally, we instructed the annotators to
distinguish factual comparisons that can be answered from some
“standard” knowledge base from the comparisons that need more
textual elaboration (i.e., opinions and arguments).
In a pilot kappa-test phase, we let all three annotators label the
same 150 randomly sampled questions. The annotators achieved
a Fleiss’ 𝜅=0.51 (moderate agreement) for labeling questions as
comparative or not, 𝜅=0.57 (moderate) for the objects, 𝜅=0.73 for
the aspects (substantial), 𝜅=0.62 for the predicates (substantial), and
𝜅=0.87 for factual vs. subjective (almost perfect). After discussions
and refining the annotation guidelines, the annotators individually
labeled distinct question subsets. The labels ‘direct’ or ‘with(out)
aspect’ were inferred from the annotated objects and aspects.
For stance detection, we sampled 950 questions from archives of
Yahoo! Answers and Stack Exchange where a ‘best’ or ‘accepted’
answer of at least ten words is selected. Since our focus are answers
to non-factual comparisons, in the sampling we used a BERT-based
classifier fine-tuned on the 1,400 comparative questions that Bondarenko et al. [8] had already labeled as subjective or factual. We
manually removed misclassified questions, and kept only those that
contained two comparison objects until we had sampled 1,000 such
questions. We manually cleaned the answers and removed 50 questions in this process that did not have meaningful answers (probably
selected as best answer by the asker on Yahoo! Answers since the
asker then got back some points). The remaining 950 answers on
average are 138 words long. We replaced HTML characters by
ASCII equivalents and replaced links with a [REF] placeholder. For
diversity, we ensured to sample questions from domains such as
academia, computer science, gardening, music, cooking, software
engineering, software recommendations, computers, and traveling.
In a pilot phase for the answer stance annotation, the three annotators labeled 120 answers with respect to the comparison objects
mentioned in the questions as (a) pro first object (answer expresses
a stronger positive attitude towards the first object using a predicate
like better), (b) pro second object (positive attitude towards the second object), (c) neutral (both comparison objects are equally good
or bad), and (d) no stance (no attitude / opinion / argument towards
the objects entailed). The annotators achieved a Fleiss’ 𝜅=0.61 for

Table 2: Effectiveness of classifying questions as comparative or not. (a) Aggregated recall of our 7-step cascading ensemble
(full dataset; 10-fold cross-validation; precision always is 1.0; probability thresholds for the perfect precision operating points
given in the column “Thresh.”). (b) Effectiveness of individual classifiers on the full dataset (10-fold cross-validation); if a
classifier has no perfect precision operating point, the given probability threshold indicates the 0.95-precision operating point.
Subscripts: base (B) or large (L) pre-trained model, CLS-token (C) or mean (M) of all token-embeddings.
(a)
Cascade step

Thresh.

Rules

Rec.

F1

0.54

0.70

Prec.

Rec.

F1

0.916

1.0

0.45

0.62

0.9637
0.769
0.9146

0.95
0.95
0.95

0.68
0.67
0.66

0.79
0.79
0.78

0.995114
0.999929
0.99988

0.95
0.95
0.95

0.87
0.62
0.44

0.91
0.75
0.60

Embedding-based

Logistic regr.
RoBERTaBC
BARTLM

SBERTLM
RoBERTaBC
BARTLM

0.9037
0.9881
1.0

0.62
0.63
0.66

0.76
0.77
0.80

SBERTLM
BARTLM

1.0
1.0

0.67
0.69

0.80
0.82

Final averaging step

0.89

0.71

0.83

the stance labels and 𝜅=0.72 for the object annotation (both substantial agreement). After discussing the annotations and refining
the guidelines, each annotator labeled a subset of the remaining
answers individually. In total, the answers have almost equal ratios
of pro first object (34%), pro second object (29%), and neutral (30%),
and only a small fraction of no stance (7%, cf. Table 1).

IDENTIFYING AND UNDERSTANDING
COMPARATIVE QUESTIONS

When a search engine has to decide whether to switch the answer
presentation to a comparison interface, it needs to be sure that an
input question actually is comparative. We thus view the classification of comparative questions as a highly precision-oriented task
and follow the idea that Bondarenko et al. [8] applied to Russian
questions: implementing a high-precision step-wise process that
runs more and more complex classifiers after each other. Lexicosyntactic rules are followed by a feature-based and then neural
classifiers. The operating points of the individual classifiers are
chosen to yield perfect precision, possibly at the expense of some
recall (cf. Section 4.1 for more details).
To better understand the information needs underlying comparative questions, we fine-tune a RoBERTa classifier to identify
the comparison objects, aspects, and predicates and show how to
further increase the effectiveness of comparative question parsing
by pre-classifying the questions as direct or indirect comparisons
and as with or without aspects (cf. Sections 4.2 and 4.3).
All classifiers are implemented in Python. We use regular expressions for the rule-based classification,3 scikit-learn [33] for the
feature-based classifiers, Keras [11] and TensorFlow [1] for some
neural classifiers, and Hugging Face [46] and the Simple Transformers library4 for the Transformer-based classifiers.

4.1

Thresh.

Logistic regr.

10-fold trained on questions remaining after the rules

10-fold trained on questions remaining after logistic regr.

4

(b)
Classifier

Identifying Comparative Questions

To classify questions as comparative or not, we hand-craft highprecision rules and subsequently run feature-based classifiers, as
well as more recent BERT-variants like RoBERTa, ALBERT [24],
3 https://docs.python.org/3/library/re.html

4 https://simpletransformers.ai/

Fine-tuned
ALBERT
BERT
RoBERTa

SBERT [36], and BART. Following Bondarenko et al. [8], we combine the different classifiers in a cascading ensemble.
Rule-based classification. We hand-crafted rules on an 80% subset
of the labeled questions. Each rule should identify comparative
questions with a perfect precision of 1.0. In a pre-processing, we
remove punctuation from the questions and POS-tag them using
the neural Stanza tagger [35]. For brevity, we do not include all
rules here (complete rule set is in our GitHub repository), but briefly
describe an example. For instance, Rule 1 from our set classifies a
question as comparative iff it contains a comparative adjective or
adverb (Penn Treebank tags: JJR or RBR) and the term or (e.g., “Is a
cat _or_ a dog a better_JJR friend?”). Combining all the 10 rules, a
question is classified as comparative when at least one rule classifies
it as comparative. This yields a recall of 52% at a precision of 1.0
on the 20% of our dataset not used to hand-craft the rules (to be
comparable to the other classifiers’ results, Table 2 (a) shows the
recall 10-fold cross-validated on the full dataset: 54%).
Feature-based classification. To further increase the recall, we
experimented with feature-based classifiers applied after the rules:
logistic regression, naïve Bayes, SVM, and random forests. The
classifiers are trained and fine-tuned in a 10-fold cross-validation
on those questions of the full dataset that the rules do not classify
as comparative. The underlying rationale is that, in the practical
application, any classifier after the rules will never see comparative
questions that the rules detect. Instead, the more “sophisticated”
classifiers are meant to identify the more “difficult” comparative
questions. In pilot experiments, we also experimentally verified that
using all questions for training does not yield a higher effectiveness
when combined with the previous rule-based classification. Among
the feature-based classifiers, logistic regression was by far the most
effective; we used a grid search to select the features (tf or tf-idf
weighted word or lemma n-grams, and combined with POS-tags),
and to optimize the hyperparameters, as well as the probability
threshold of the precision-optimized operating point.5 Adding the

5 Probability

found by gradually decreasing the decision threshold starting from 1.0.

Table 3: Per-class effectiveness of identifying comparison
objects, aspects, and predicates; and other tokens (NONE).
BiLSTM

RoBERTa

Token

Prec.

Rec.

F1

Prec.

Rec.

F1

OBJ
ASP
PRED

0.74
0.64
0.86

0.84
0.44
0.82

0.80
0.52
0.85

0.92
0.81
0.97

0.93
0.80
0.99

0.93
0.80
0.98

NONE

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.95

0.93

0.94

Table 4: Effectiveness of RoBERTa classifiers trained for
each class separately on: (a) full set of comparative questions; (b) subsets of (in)direct questions for object identification, and on questions with aspects for aspect identification.
(a)
Token

Prec.

Rec.

F1

OBJ
ASP
PRED

0.93
0.83
0.97

0.94
0.77
0.98

0.93
0.80
0.98

Final cascade step. To further improve the recall after the above
steps (rules, logistic regression, neural), we add a final step to the
cascade that gets as input the queries not identified as comparative after the second BARTLM classifier. As its decision criterion,
the final step simply averages the decision probabilities of the logistic regression and the embedding-based classifiers, and 10-fold
cross-validates yet another decision threshold to recall some further
comparative questions at a perfect precision. With this final step,
the whole cascade achieves an overall recall of 0.71 at a still prefect
precision of 1.0 (cf. Table 2 (a) for the complete 7-step cascade).

Direct
Indirect
ASP
With ASP

best configuration6 as a cascade step after the rules improved the
recall to 62% at a precision of 1.0 (cf. Table 2 (a)).
Neural classification. We also experimented with neural classifiers on the questions not classified as comparative by the rules or
the ones remaining after the logistic regression—to improve the recall on the “most difficult” comparative questions. In a 10-fold crossvalidation setup, the Transformer-based classifiers BERT, RoBERTa,
and ALBERT running at perfect-precision operating points only
achieve recall values of at most 1% on the questions remaining after
the rules or the logistic regression. Since this does not really help
to increase the overall recall, we thus further experimented with
pre-trained Transformer models to only represent the questions
and trained a logistic regression and a feedforward deep neural
network (DNN) on the embeddings. The best DNN configuration7
performed better than any logistic regression setup, such that we decided for DNN. As representations, we used CLS-token embeddings
and the mean of all token embeddings [37].
The following classifiers achieved a recall of at least 5% at a precision of 1.0 and were thus added as further cascade steps (all steps
shown in Table 2 (a)). On the questions remaining after the rules:
(a) RoBERTa (base model, CLS-token embeddings, DNN; 5% recall),
and (b) BART (large model, pre-trained on the news summarization
dataset, mean of all token embeddings, DNN; 11% recall). On the
questions remaining after logistic regression: (a) SBERT (SentenceBERT with Siamese BERT Networks; large model, mean token
embeddings, DNN; 5% recall), and (b) BART (configured as above;
12% recall). Extending the cascade with the above classifiers in the
given order improved the aggregated recall to 69%.

(b)
OBJ

Prec.

Rec.

F1

0.94
0.92

0.95
0.93

0.95
0.92

Prec.

Rec.

F1

0.90

0.90

0.90

on the full dataset in a 10-fold cross-validation setup. As most classifiers cannot recall many comparative questions at a precision of 1.0
(except for logistic regression with a recall of 0.45), we set their
operating points to a precision of 0.95. The results in Table 2 (b)
show that among the embedding-based and fine-tuned models, the
ALBERT-based classifier8 is most effective, recalling 87% of the
comparative questions at a precision of 0.95. Applying our simple rule set to the questions not identified as comparative by the
ALBERT-based classifier can further increase the recall to 88%.

4.2

Objects, Aspects, and Predicates

To better understand a comparative question (i.e., what objects
should be compared over which aspects), we develop classifiers
that identify the important terms. We start with a multi-class token
classifier for comparison objects, aspects, and predicates. To further
improve the effectiveness, we train separate binary classifiers for
each token class and propose to pre-classify questions as direct or
indirect comparisons and with or without aspects.
So far, studies on objects, aspects, and predicates in comparative
sentences [4, 10, 19–22, 27] only considered cases of two mentioned
objects. Differently, besides direct questions that explicitly mention
the intended comparison objects (“Is a cat or a dog a better friend?”)
we also address indirect questions that just mention a general concept (e.g., “Which pet is the best friend?”). Our classifiers will tag
each token in a question as object, aspect, predicate, or ‘none’.
Multi-class token classification. In 10-fold cross-validation pilot
experiments, we compared a one-layer BiLSTM baseline classifier
with 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings [4] to several fine-tuned
Transformer models pre-trained for token classification: BERT, ALBERT, RoBERTa, and ELECTRA [12]—RoBERTa performed best
among these.9 The results in Table 3 indicate that the baseline is
more accurate at classifying the ‘none’ tokens while the fine-tuned
RoBERTa classifier is more accurate at identifying the classes of
interest—predicates (almost perfect F1 of 0.98), objects (F1 of 0.93),
and aspects (F1 of 0.80). We thus further experiment with RoBERTa.

Individual classifiers on the full dataset. To also support scenarios
where the complete cascade may be too costly to identify comparative questions, we also evaluate less expensive individual classifiers

Per-class token classification. To further improve the identification of the comparison objects and aspects in particular, we finetune RoBERTa-based classifiers10 for each token class separately in
a 10-fold cross-validation. The results in Table 4 (a) show that the

6 Logistic

8 ALBERT,

regr.: tf word 4-grams; C=48, penalty=“l2”, solver=“liblinear”; thresh=0.9037.
3 hidden layers with output units: 256, 64, 16, activation=“relu”, epochs=100
with early stopping, batch size=5, loss=“binary_crossentropy”, optimizer=“adam”,
optimization metric: “true positives”.
7 DNN:

BERT, and RoBERTa: large model, learning rate=0.00002, epochs=10, batch
size=8, max sequence length=64.
9 RoBERTa: large, learn rate=0.00003, epochs=10, batch size=8, max seq length=64.
10 RoBERTa: large, learn rate=0.00002, epochs=10, batch size=8, max seq length=64.

Table 5: Effectiveness of classifying comparative questions
as direct or indirect.
Direct
Rules
RoBERTa

Indirect

With ASP

Prec.

Rec.

F1

Prec.

Rec.

F1

1.0
0.99

0.76
0.99

0.87
0.99

1.0
0.99

0.63
0.99

0.77
0.99

individual classifiers do not really improve upon the multi-class
variant. To still achieve a better classification effectiveness, we experiment with a two-step procedure: first, classifying a question as
direct or indirect (i.e., mentioning concrete comparison objects or
only a general concept), and classifying whether a question contains aspects or not, and only then tagging the objects or aspects
with individual classifiers for these sub-classes. The hypothesis is
that separate object taggers for direct and for indirect questions, or
an aspect tagger only for questions that actually contain aspects,
will be more effective. To test this hypothesis before developing
the actual classifiers for the first step, we simply use the respective
manual labels to simulate perfect “oracle-style” classifiers. We finetune and evaluate RoBERTa-based binary taggers with the same
hyperparameters as before. The results in Table 4 (b) show that the
object identification indeed benefits for direct questions (F1 gain
of 0.02) but is almost unchanged for indirect questions. Not too
surprisingly, identifying aspects in questions that actually contain
aspects yields a large F1-increase of 0.1. These possible gains show
that developing actual classifiers to replace the “oracle” from the
pilot study by actual classifiers for direct/indirect comparisons and
questions with/without aspects is a worthwhile effort.

4.3

Comparative Question Pre-Classification

In our dataset, direct comparative questions often contain separators like or, vs, etc., such that we again formulate high-precision
rules (same train/test setup as in Section 4.1): six rules for direct
and four rules for indirect questions (complete rule set is in our
GitHub repository). For instance, if a comparative question contains a comparative adjective/adverb and a separator like or, vs, etc.,
the question is direct. Additionally, we fine-tune RoBERTa11 in a
10-fold cross-validation setup. The results in Table 5 show that the
rules recall 63% of the direct and 76% of the indirect comparative
questions with a precision of 1.0. However, RoBERTa achieves a
near-perfect F1 of 0.99 that might be difficult to further improve—a
combination with the rules yields no improvement.
As for the aspects, we did not observe any prominent lexical
cues in our dataset to be used in a rule-based approach. We thus
experimented with the same feature-based and neural classifiers
as in Section 4.1 in a 10-fold cross-validation setup. Table 6 shows
the results of the three most effective approaches: RoBERTa (F1
of 0.84 for questions with aspects and 0.90 without) followed by
logistic regression and a DNN trained on the RoBERTa-embeddings
(RoBERTaLC : large model with CLS-token embeddings).12
11 RoBERTa:

large, learn rate=0.00002, epochs=10, batch size=8, max seq length=64.
same hyperparameters as for the (in)direct questions. Logistic regression:
representation: tf lemma 1–4-grams, C=0.0002637, penalty=“l2”, solver=“liblinear”.
DNN: 3 hidden layers with output units: 256, 64, 16, activation=“relu”, epochs=100
with early stopping, batch size=5, loss=“binary_crossentropy”, optimizer=“adam”,
optimization metric: “accuracy”.
12 RoBERTa:

Table 6: Effectiveness of classifying comparative questions
as with or without aspects.

RoBERTa
Logistic regr.
RoBERTaLC
ENSEMBLEPREC

Without ASP

Prec.

Rec.

F1

Prec.

Rec.

F1

0.85
0.86
0.81
1.0

0.84
0.74
0.73
0.16

0.84
0.80
0.77
0.28

0.89
0.84
0.83
1.0

0.90
0.92
0.88
0.12

0.90
0.88
0.86
0.22

We also experimented with two high-precision ensembles for the
two classes (cf. ENSEMBLEPREC in Table 6)—including predictions
of BERT and ALBERT (same hyperparameters as RoBERTa). For
each classifier, we select the operating points via the probability
thresholds so that they each have a precision of 1.0 for the respective class. The predictions of the individual classifiers are averaged
similar to the last step of the cascade described in Section 4.1. As a
result, the ensembles recall 16% of the questions with comparison
aspects and 12% of the ones without at a perfect precision. Further
improving the recall of the ensembles might be a promising direction for future work. Still, already the current versions might be
helpful in systems that can ask clarifying questions [9, 49] when
the ensembles are not sure whether an aspect is contained.

5

ANSWERING COMPARATIVE QUESTIONS

As first steps to answer subjective comparative questions asking for
opinions/arguments and to facilitate more diverse viewpoints (pro,
con, neutral) in the answers, we develop classifiers that identify
such questions and that detect the stance of answers. In our pilot
experiments, we tested several Transformer models and found that
RoBERTa and Longformer are most effective for both tasks.

5.1

Identifying Subjective Questions

To distinguish subjective questions (e.g., “Is a cat or a dog a better friend?”) from more factual ones (e.g., “Does a cat or a dog
live longer?”), we fine-tune RoBERTa13 (most effective in our pilot experiments) in a 10-fold cross-validation setup on our labeled
dataset (initial F1 of 0.93 on both classes). Since subjective questions
are the main target of the answer stance detector, we then select
the operating point to maximize the precision on this class while
keeping a maximum possible recall. The classifier with the best
precision–recall trade-off (threshold=0.999927) recalls 92% of the
subjective comparative questions with a precision of 0.98 (other
options: precision of 1.0, recall 0.02; precision of 0.99, recall 0.62).

5.2

Answer Stance Detection

To detect an answer’s stance towards the comparison objects, we
evaluate several Transformer-based classifiers. As inputs, we experiment with only answers or pairs of questions and answers. Since
the stance detection requires explicit targets (comparison objects
in our case), we focus on direct comparative questions (for consistency, each question in our 950 annotated question–answer pairs
has exactly two comparison objects). Additionally, we experiment
with masking the comparison objects in questions and answers
13 RoBERTa:

large, learn rate=0.00002, epochs=10, batch size=8, max seq length=64.

with special placeholders (objects manually labeled by our annotators). Our experiments confirm the hypothesis that masking helps
the classifiers to better learn textual stance cues regardless of the
concrete objects. Different to the previous setups in this paper, here
we use 80% / 20% train–test splits instead of cross-validation due to
the smaller amount of just 950 annotated question–answer pairs.
Baselines. As a baseline stance detector, we use the pre-trained
classifier from the IBM Debater project via its API [6]. For a pair of
(text, topic) as input, it scores from -1 (strong con) to +1 (strong
pro) to which extent the text supports the topic [5, 43].
Since we deal with two targets (two comparison objects), we
prompt the API to return two scores for each answer. We create
the input in two ways: (1) only a comparison object as topic, and
(2) an object appended with the sentiment phrase “is good” as the
topic (e.g., “object is good”). We query the API with the unmasked
and masked objects in questions and answers. Finally, on the pairs
of scores for each answer, we fit a linear SVM on our manually
annotated four stance classes.14 The results in Table 7 show that the
baselines are quite good at classifying the ‘pro first object’ stance
but never correctly predict the ‘no stance’ class. Furthermore, they
are more effective for unmasked objects and when the topic is
framed as “object is good”.
Classifiers with Transformer embeddings as representations. We
first experiment with logistic regression and DNN trained on Transformer model embeddings to represent questions and answers. In
pilot experiments, we evaluated several Transformer architectures
including BERT and XLNet [47] and found that RoBERTa (large) and
Longformer (large) [7] (overcomes the 512-token input sequence
length limit) worked best; both using the mean of all token embeddings (more accurate than using only the CLS-embedding). To
evaluate whether a comparative question itself contributes to the
stance detection effectiveness, we either represent only the answer
via embeddings or question and answer concatenated (subscripts A
and QA in Table 7). On the embeddings, logistic regression and DNN
are trained as the classifiers.15 For brevity, in Table 7, we report the
effectiveness of classifiers if they are either the most accurate on
the four stance classes or they achieve the highest F1 for one of the
stance classes either within a respective type of classifiers or across
all models. The results show that the classifiers trained on Transformer embeddings are generally more accurate at predicting the
‘neutral’ and ‘no stance’ classes compared to the baselines. But even
though logistic regression with Longformer-represented concatenations of questions and answers without object masking achieves
the highest F1 of 0.46 for the ‘no stance’ class across all models,
concatenating questions and answers on average does not help
while object masking improves the overall accuracy by about 0.1.

14 SVM

hyperparameters selected with a grid search and 5-fold cross-validation on the
train split: C=1.0, penalty=“l2”, loss=“squared_hinge”. Pilot experiments showed that
SVM is more accurate than logistic regression and feedforward deep neural network.
15 Logistic regression: (a) Unmasked: RoBERTa : C=100; Longformer : C=1.0,
A
A
solver=“liblinear”; LongformerQA : C=15, solver=“lbfgs”; (b) Masked: RoBERTaA :
C=0.07, solver=“lbfgs”; both Longformer: C=100, solver=“lbfgs”. In all penalty=“l2”.
DNN: 3 hidden layers with output units: 256, 64, 16, activation=“relu”, epochs=100
with early stopping, batch size=5, loss=“categorical_crossentropy”, optimizer=“adam”,
optimization metric: “accuracy”.

Fine-tuned Transformers as classifiers. In a next experiment, we
fine-tune pre-trained RoBERTa and Longformer models16 using
as input only answers or question–answer pairs in the form of
question [SEP] answer (subscript SEP QA in Table 7)—the reverse input answer [SEP] question yields lower accuracies. The results in
Table 7 show that the classifiers predict the ‘neutral’ and ‘no stance’
classes more accurately than the baselines and that object masking
again improves the overall accuracy. For unmasked objects, joint
question–answer representations do not seem to help but with
masked objects, the classifiers benefit from a combined question–
answer input. Interestingly, Longformer-based classification results
are not better than the RoBERTa-based ones. Possible explanations
could be that the most important information for the stance detection is concentrated in the beginning of an answer and that, due to
GPU memory limitations, we fine-tuned a Longformer base model
but a large model for RoBERTa.
Transformers with sentiment prompt. Having observed that the
baseline classifiers are more effective with some sentiment prompt,
we add two sentiment prompts: “is good” or “is better” to the objects
before fine-tuning the Transformer models. The results in Table 7
show that such models achieve the highest accuracies for the neutral
and the O1 and O2 classes, as well as the overall best accuracy
values. As before, masking the objects yields better results—but
this time only slightly better—and Longformer is less effective than
RoBERTa—the reason again might be that we use a Longformer base
model but a large model for RoBERTa. An interesting observation
is that extending the first comparison object with the two different
sentiment prompts (subscripts: SEP O1 GOOD and SEP O1 BETTER) yields
better results than prompting for the second object (hence, not many
results for prompting the second object are shown in the table).
Another interesting observation is that using the first comparison
object is not only important for the overall accuracy and the ‘pro
first object’ class but also for the ‘pro second object’ class. A reason
might be the ways of how humans formulate comparisons with
two choice options—definitely an interesting direction for deeper
investigations in future work.
Discussion and limitations. The most accurate stance detector
that does not require object identification is RoBERTa fine-tuned
on the answers with unmasked objects—achieving an overall accuracy of 0.46 (cf. RoBERTaA in the ‘Unmasked’ columns of Table 7).
However, identifying the first comparison object in a question and
extending it with a sentiment prompt improves the accuracy to 0.59
(cf. RoBERTaSEP O1 BETTER ‘unmasked’) while the overall most effective approach (accuracy of 0.63) is to identify and mask the
comparison objects in questions and answers and prompting the
first object (cf. RoBERTaSEP O1 GOOD ‘masked’). Though promising, a limitation of the masked approaches’ experimental results
is that, so far, we relied on a manual labeling and matching of the
comparison objects in questions and answers. Since the objects in
questions and answers could have quite different syntactic forms
(e.g., “operating system” in the question and “OS” in the answer), an
actual masking-based stance detector will need an automatic object
matching component—an important direction for future work.
16 RoBERTa

large and Longformer base (due to the GPU memory limitation) learning
rate=0.00002, epochs=10, batch size=4.

Table 7: Effectiveness of answer stance detection on the test set with unmasked or masked comparison objects: overall accuracy
(Acc.) and F1 per class (O1: pro first object, O2: pro second object, Neu.: neutral, None: no stance); best values in bold.
Subscripts: object (O), first object (O1), second object (O2), sentiment prompt “is good” (GOOD), sentiment prompt “is better” (BETTER),
input uses the separator token (SEP), only answer (A), question & answer (QA).
Unmasked

Masked

Acc.

O1

O2

Neu.

None

Acc.

O1

O2

Neu.

None

0.46
0.50

0.57
0.61

0.46
0.56

0.34
0.27

0.00
0.00

0.44
0.47

0.54
0.58

0.46
0.48

0.33
0.38

0.00
0.00

Baselines
IBM + SVM
IBMO GOOD + SVM

Classifiers with Transformer embeddings as representations
RoBERTaA + DNN
LongformerA + DNN
LongformerA + Log. Regr.
LongformerQA + Log. Regr.

0.42
0.40
0.42
0.39

0.41
0.44
0.41
0.38

0.31
0.30
0.40
0.37

0.52
0.44
0.53
0.41

0.27
0.35
0.00
0.46

0.48
0.49
0.51
0.49

0.56
0.59
0.56
0.57

0.26
0.51
0.45
0.46

0.51
0.29
0.52
0.43

0.36
0.46
0.45
0.45

0.48
0.48
0.45
0.53

0.38
0.36
0.43
0.32

0.56
0.57
0.52
0.54

0.00
0.18
0.17
0.00

0.57
0.60
0.49
0.56

0.60
0.65
0.60
0.62

0.64
0.67
0.42
0.55

0.55
0.54
0.51
0.54

0.00
0.28
0.00
0.20

0.60
0.62
0.55
0.63

0.61
0.63
0.52
0.55

0.60
0.58
0.61
0.54

0.29
0.19
0.29
0.21

0.63
0.62
0.57
0.56

0.70
0.68
0.60
0.63

0.67
0.69
0.67
0.55

0.53
0.56
0.50
0.54

0.40
0.36
0.31
0.21

Fine-tuned Transformers as classifiers
RoBERTaA
RoBERTaSEP QA
LongformerA
LongformerSEP QA

0.46
0.46
0.45
0.45

Transformers with sentiment prompt
RoBERTaSEP O1 GOOD
RoBERTaSEP O1 BETTER
RoBERTaSEP O2 GOOD
LongformerSEP O1 GOOD

0.58
0.59
0.54
0.56

Since the highest F1 scores on the different classes are achieved
by different classifiers and prompts, further studies of combinations
or ensembles of the individual classifiers and different prompting
ideas will probably improve the effectiveness. Also identifying the
parts of an answer that are the most important for the stance detection might be interesting. Finally, for an actual search engine
receiving a subjective comparative question, determining the confidence for a detected answer stance might help to, in doubt, rather
retrieve some other text passages that are easier to classify for the
overall presentation in a “comparative” result interface.

6

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have analyzed comparative search questions and their answers.
On our new Webis-CompQuestions-22 dataset of 31,000 questions
annotated as comparative or not (3,500 are comparative and labeled
with comparison objects, aspects, and predicates), we have trained
high-precision classifiers to detect comparative questions and their
important components. These classifiers help to better “understand”
the information need behind a comparative question.
A particular focus of our study then are comparative questions
that require subjective answers in form of opinions or arguments instead of “simple” factual knowledge base lookups. We have trained
a high-precision classifier to identify subjective comparative questions, and in a study on 950 such questions, we have trained an
answer stance classifier that already achieves promising results.
Our combined set of approaches forms a first step towards understanding and answering comparative questions. When recognizing
that different opinions are expressed in information nuggets on the
Web (i.e., different stances towards the objects in a comparative
question), combining representatives of the different stances can
be a powerful means to mitigate the risk of one-sidedness when

just showing some direct answer extracted from some single web
document. Instead, for comparisons, search engines could highlight
different opinions/arguments side by side to allow a user to easily get an overview of the diversity of stances. For such a system
that changes the answer presentation, our almost perfect precision
classifiers of comparative questions and their components are an
important building block. Still, the actual answer stance detection
leaves room for improvement. With an accuracy of 0.63, the current
prototype could be used at search engine side to classify the stance
of potential answers until sufficiently many are returned with a high
confidence in kind of a generate-and-test setup (ignoring answers
where the stance is classified with low confidence only).
Further improving the stance detection of comparative answers
is an interesting direction for future research. In particular, besides
improving the classification accuracy, methods to identify the most
important parts in answers could be important. Furthermore, developing approaches to clarify comparative questions could help
in situations where the comparison objects are not explicitly mentioned or where no comparison aspects are provided. A system
could then also try to suggest suitable objects or aspects.
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